
Term 2 Rimu Team 2020 
Chocolate, reading, running, baking, local hikes, ukulele and our 

pets have filled our Rimu bubbles during the lockdown. 

 

 
 
Welcome to Term 2 with Rimu Team. First and foremost, the           
teachers in Rimu Team would like to pass on their enormous           
thanks to all the students and parents for their incredible flexibility           
adapting to distance learning. The challenges you have faced         
have been difficult but, as a team, we have continued to manage            
the situation we find ourselves in as best we can with positivity            
and understanding. Although this term may look different to what          
was planned originally, we have made preparations for a number          
of different scenarios and have planned exciting activities and         
experiences linked to our adaptable IB themes.  
 
Even when distance learning, teachers are always available via         
email and we aim to reply to all emails within a 24 hour period: 
Rm 9 - Nick Edwards nedwards@ani.school.nz 
Rm 10 - Jaimee Lightfoot jlightfoot@ani.school.nz 
Rm 13 - Katrina Gomes kgomes@ani.school.nz 
Rm 14 - Ashley Triana atriana@ani.school.nz 
Rm 15 - Jacob Markham jmarkham@ani.school.nz 
Rm 16 - Natalya Hazelwood nhazelwood@ani.school.nz  

Learning Areas  
 
IB Themes  
We are finalising one IB theme this term and then covering a            
second. We have adapted the Central Ideas (the big         
understanding) and Lines of Inquiry (the area that students could          
inquire into) for both these themes so that they can easily be            
worked on or completed through distance learning. 
Theme One: How The World Works 
Theme Two: Where We Are In Place And Time 
 
 
Literacy: Literacy is fully integrated into our themes. This term          
we will be looking into the language, punctuation and         
grammatical choices and features of different texts to develop         
these skills within our own writing. In reading, the students will be            
reading a variety of different texts to understand the potential          
meanings and interpretations that could be attributed to different         
text types.  

Mathematics: We will start by consolidating and expanding our         
knowledge of statistics before moving on to geometry and         
measure later in the term. 

Specialisation: Soft, Hard, Digi and Food Technology along with         
Music and the Arts. Rimu Team will continue to have Friday as            
their fully specialist assigned day each week. These will also be           
integrated into our themes.  

Languages: Students will be learning Spanish twice a week for          
45 mins with Ms Montesinos.  

PE: Mr Jones and Mr Carlos will continue to run PE and sports             
programs whether we are distance learning or in school. 
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